Improvements of portable energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence instrument: Resolution with Silicon Drift Detector, measurements stability using pyroelectric sources, and adaptation for space use
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Abstract
An energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence instrument has been developed to be used for space exploration. In particular, the electronic readout has been redesigned to withstand the radiation environment of space and improve the energy resolution down to 121.17 eV using an Silicon Drift Detector (SDD). Besides, the instrument uses pyroelectric sources as excitation sources. We include a renormalization to reduce measurement fluctuation from 25.2% to 3.7%. A peak search algorithm has been implemented based on calibration to improve accuracy and reduce possible aging drift effects.
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INTRODUCTION

Portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometers are used in a wide range of applications (archeometry,1 contaminated land,2,3 coating thickness measurement,4 geology,5 alloy analysis and identification,6 etc.) and are paramount instruments for planetary science since the beginning of space exploration. Improvements in detectors and electronics allowed to improve the capabilities of such planetary instruments.7 Up to now, all these space instruments have used radioisotopes sources as excitation sources. The only exception is the very last PIXL instrument8 sent on Mars by NASA onboard Perseverance, which uses an X-ray tube. Because in space the weight and power consumption are critical parameters, we propose to use a pyroelectric X-ray generator (PXG) as a source for excitation of characteristic X-rays in sample. This type of source has already been used in energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence instruments.9,10 The use of PXG for planetary XRF instrument has been studied previously with focus on source development.11,12 The present work uses a commercial source and is focused on the improvement of detector resolution, measurement reproducibility, and peak selection algorithm implementation.

We designed an instrument to reach a high technology maturity level based on European Space Agency (ESA) scale called Technology Readiness Level (TRL).13 This scale is going from level 1 (basic theoretical principle) to level 9 (space flight-proven technology). We are aiming at level of 6 (full-scale model demonstration in relevant environment) or 7 (model demonstrator for operational environment). The most difficult requirements are vacuum compatibility and radiation resistance.

The main improvements of our instrument, compared to previous work, are:
- Custom electronic readout for SDD to improve the overall resolution.
- Improvement of measurement reproducibility using PXG.
- Implementation of peak search algorithm to improve accuracy despite instrument aging.

2 | PXG AS A SOURCE OF CHOICE

PXG uses a pyroelectric crystal (LiTaO$_3$) to generate energetic electrons that produce X-rays in the target material. The hermetically sealed package has a thin beryllium window, which allows the X-rays to be transmitted. When heated, a pyroelectric crystal exhibits spontaneous decrease of polarization. Hence, as the temperature increases, an electric field develops across the crystal. For a specific crystal orientation, the top surface of the crystal gets positively charged and attracts electrons from the low-pressure gas in the environment. As the electrons impinge on the surface of the crystal, they produce characteristic X-rays (Ta) as well as bremsstrahlung X-rays. When the cooling phase starts, the spontaneous polarization increases, and the electrons from the top surface of the crystal are accelerated toward a Cu target, which is at ground potential. At this part of the cycle, Cu characteristic X-rays are produced, as well as bremsstrahlung X-rays. When the crystal temperature reaches its low point, the heating phase starts again. The PXG we use (Amptek COOL-X) can produce X-rays up to 35 keV.

Thanks to the previous study, we optimized the geometry to reduce X-rays flux from the PXG reaching the detector and hence improve XRF S/N ratio. We found an optimum angle of 38° between the axis of the PXG and the axis of the detector.

Pyroelectric sources are easier to handle (safety, regulation, and shielding) than radioisotopes and allow an easier and extensive on-ground calibration phase to study the instrument parameters on a wide range of samples. Besides, PXG should allow shorter measurement time than radioisotopes: one Amptek COOL-X is equivalent to 2 mCi source (data from manufacturer) and the geometry of our instrument allows to use 6 PXG. If we use the same geometry but with latest PXG, which is 70 times more intense than COOL-X, we would have a source equivalent to ~840 mCi, 21 times the activities of the radioisotopes sources onboard APXS instrument on Mars.

3 | ELECTRONIC READOUT

The electronic readout is designed to meet space requirements: size reduction, weight, vacuum compatibility, and radiation hardening. This design is also an opportunity to improve energy resolution. For a given instrument, the resolution is the quadratic sum of the resolution of its detector and the resolution of its electronic readout. In the previous years, there have been several improvements in detector resolution (i.e., semiconductor manufacturing and CMOS preamplifiers) but less improvement came from the electronic readout. The main trend is to use digital electronics like DSP this is promising and will allow improvements, thanks to innovative algorithms and hardware. But for space, classical rad hard electronics are often preferred to reduce possible radiation-induced single event effects present in the digital electronic. Besides, radiation-tolerant space-qualified powerful digital electronics (processor, FPGA) are very expensive. For all these reasons, we decide to design and build a classical analog electronic readout and improve its resolution. The analog electronic board of the spectrometer performs pulse shaping, thanks to a signal conditioning circuit called a shaping amplifier. Pulse shaping is the process of changing the waveform of a transmitted pulse. The purpose of the shaping amplifier is to amplify and shape the pulses coming from the SDD integrated preamplifier (Mirion X-PIPS model SXD15M-500-PA by Canberra) allowing to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio. The resulting signal is then better suited for the measurements performed by the digital acquisition system like an multichannel analyzer (MCA). The pulse shaper is able to shape short step-like voltage pulses (30 ns rise time) coming from the SDD's preamplifier into Gaussian-shaped pulses. Effectively, the output signal of the shaping amplifier is a train of Gaussian-shaped pulses with the same shaping time of 2 μs. The shaping time is the standard deviation of the Gaussian waveform, which is the width of the pulse at 0.61 times its maximum amplitude. The height of these voltage pulses is proportional to the energy of the detected photons. A diagram highlighting the different components of the shaping amplifier (noted CSL shaping amplifier in Figure 1) and its effect on the pulse signals is shown in Figure 1. To perform Gaussian shaping, the shaping amplifier uses a Gaussian filter. The Gaussian filter is realized as a seventh-order filter implemented using the combination of a C-R high-pass filter and three second-order low-pass active filters. These second-order low-pass filters are realized using the Sallen-Key topology, also called voltage-controlled voltage source (VCVS) filter. Thanks to the use of active components such as operational amplifiers, each filter yield a pair of conjugate complex poles. The C-R filter acts as a differentiator while the active filter effectively act as six integrators. The more integrator stages, the closer the output pulses will be to a true Gaussian pulse. In practice, four integration stages are sufficient.
With frequency-domain analysis, the poles of the filter can be tuned in order to obtain a very precise shaping time.\textsuperscript{23}

A recurring problem with nuclear pulse shaping is a phenomenon known as baseline drift. The C-R filter removes any DC component from the signal. As the voltage pulses are strictly positive, this will cause the signal’s baseline to shift below zero volts. To counter baseline drift, a baseline restorer circuit is implemented. The baseline restorer makes use of a feedback loop design.\textsuperscript{24} Inside of the feedback loop, the shaping amplifier’s output voltage is amplified, clipped, and filtered, in order to obtain a signal that is proportional to the baseline voltage.

The filtered output is then fed back to the input of the shaping amplifier chain to cancel the baseline drift.

The output of the shaping amplifier is connected to a 16,384 channels MCA Amptek MCA8000A and the final spectrum is measured on the computer connected to the MCA.

The instrument resolution has been measured using our electronic readout and compared to a reference spectroscopy amplifier (Canberra 2026) with two different shaping times. The shaping time of our readout is 2 $\mu$s.

![Analog electronic readout](image1)

![$^{55}$Fe spectrum](image2)
The measured spectrum of a $^{55}$Fe source (Eckert & Ziegler Model IECB15940) is shown in Figure 2. The resolution is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Mn K$_\alpha$ peak at 5.89 keV of the $^{55}$Fe source. The total count measured in the resolution range of the peak (5.89 keV − (FWHM/2) to 5.89 keV + (FWHM/2)) was 146,898 counts. During these measurements, we thermalized the SDD enclosure at 10°C. As the SDD has an onboard Peltier cooler whose hot side is connected to the enclosure, the cold side of Peltier, connected to the SDD chip, could reach −55.9°C. The measured resolution on the Mn K$_\alpha$ peak at 5.89 keV is given in Table 1.

As our instrument is using pyroelectric sources, the induced fluorescence rate is very low (<120 photons/s). Hence, our analog electronic readout has not been tested and characterized for high flux (incoming count rate). This should be done if it is used with other sources (X-ray tube, synchrotron, etc.).

4 | RENORMALIZATION

In portable XRF, excitation source fluctuations, whatever the cause, can be an issue. As we are using pulsed PXG, variation within a pulse and inter-pulses variations are problematic. The principle of these pyroelectric sources is to heat and cool a pyroelectric crystal to produce the X-ray. One heat-cool phase duration is typically 3 min in laboratory condition. The phase's timing (pulses) can vary in different thermal conditions that can occur in space. Therefore, a process is introduced to monitor the total source emission during a measurement and normalize the measured spectrum for the total fluence of the source. The normalization factor is obtained by monitoring the fluorescence of a known reference sample in the field of view of the instrument. An Indium thin wire is used as reference to monitor the intensity of its L$_\alpha$ line at 3.28 keV. As anorthosite is representative of lunar soil, we used a pressed pellet anorthosite standard to do 10 successive measurements using simultaneously two COOL-X PXG (one unmodified and one with Mo target instead of Cu). The typical spectrum measured is shown in Figure 3. The intensity of the Ca K$_\alpha$ line at 3.69 keV of anorthosite sample was measured 10 times during 12 min. The relative standard deviation of the 10 measurements, using the two PXG sources simultaneously (one with Cu target and one with Mo target), without renormalization was 25.2% and with normalization, it was reduced to 3.71%.

5 | CALIBRATION AND PEAK SEARCH ALGORITHM

As our instrument will be used in space (i.e., Moon or Mars probe), a concern is about the peak's region of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronic readout</th>
<th>Measured resolution (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This work, 2 μs shaping time</td>
<td>121.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canberra 2026 with 1 μs shaping time</td>
<td>127.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canberra 2026 with 2 μs shaping time</td>
<td>128.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interest (ROI) definitions. The ROI width can be affected by the thermal environment because temperature can affect SDD resolution.26 Besides, induced space radiation aging of electronic components can also affect the position of the peak because radiation can modify the amplifiers’ parameters27 (i.e., gain). The peak’s width of a given fluorescence line can also be modified due to radiation-induced noise in electronic.28

A peak search algorithm29 is used to define the best ROI for a given peak with a calibration. This could be implemented in flight with a filter wheel onboard the instrument. The wheel would have several reference samples that would be used to rerun the algorithm to optimize ROI even with aging instrument in space ionizing radiation environment. The wheel reference samples could be synthetic samples of anorthosite with increasing content of atoms of interest for lunar geology. The procedure is tested with samples of anorthosite with added amount of Mn (0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5%). The algorithm is used with renormalized spectrum as explained in previous chapter. The best ROI found with the algorithm has allowed to obtain a perfect linear calibration ($r^2 = 1$) as illustrated in Figure 4. For higher concentration, a quadratic curve should be used to take into absorption or possible count reduction due to pileup.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

A TRL 6-7 model of an X-ray fluorescence spectrometer is built using pyroelectric sources that will be used for planetary probe. The achieved spectral energy resolution using a new electronic readout is 121.17 eV. The measurements repeatability, relative standard deviation, can be lowered from 25.2% to 3.71% thanks to renormalization. A dedicated algorithm is used to find the best ROI for the fluorescence peak to compensate instrument aging in space.

An extensive test campaign should be performed with the current instrument to determine the limits of detection of the current instrument on a wide range of geological standards.

An interesting future implementation of the instrument could use the latest PXG developments10 and our detector with improved resolution, renormalization, and peak search algorithm.
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FIGURE 4 Calibration with region of interest search algorithm
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